Documentary Landskating
https://vimeo.com/152553403  password: landskate

The documentary Landskating directed by Kike Barberà, produced and written by Sergi Carulla and Oscar Blasco (SCOB), was shot during the years 2013 and 2015.

SYNOPSIS
An old skating area by the beach, a forgotten garden buried under bridges and the reconstruction of a skate park in a working-class neighbourhood, define the scene of the documentary Landskating. A parallel narration of the building process of three new public spaces in Barcelona explains how certain marginal areas of the city have been naturally integrated in the urban network, taking into account the landscape, its memories, its people, its everyday life...

The youngsters of Roquetes neighbourhood, main characters of the film, leave their testimony of the citizen participation process as a result of years of fighting for the collective management of a central space for socialisation. That space means much more than a skatepark.

Other complementary initiatives
Projects of social integration through skateboarding
www.skateyourproblems.com

Blog dedicated to the Marbella skatepark in BCN
www.barcelonaskatepark.com

Participatory project to promote skate in BCN
www.jovesescorts.info/jovecardi/espais-al-teu-abast

Training workshops
https://kasaljovesroquetes.wordpress.com

Landskate Parks
Network of urban sports parks in Barcelona